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35 Inspirations

A head full of art

When art inspires fashion, it always gives rise to an intense emotion in the service of 
new creations straddling the border between these two worlds. Fabienne translates 
her artistic vision through her hats – a vision that draws on a range of sources and 
borrows from art its myriad forms, varied interpretation and dream-like quality. 

An art lover from a very young age, she does not hesitate to make use in her 
creations of motifs from Kandinsky, Soulages and Mondrian, a graphic painter 
who, like her, took great pleasure in playing with shapes, colours and textures. An 
accomplished artist, she accurately draws the world around her to the point of 
creating iconic objets de mode. 

Like a painter, she fashions movements of fluidity, masters folds and transparencies, 
and highlights fabrics to sublimate the feminine silhouette. Passionately inspired by 
Rubens, she has drawn from his work the beauty of drapes, the depth of fabrics. 
She often discovers in his paintings the initial spark that produces a hat. And the 
intense brilliance of Velvet Brueghel’s still lifes often suggests floral inspirations to her. 

Each new retrospective is an opportunity for her to immerse herself in the world of 
an artist, to search for details that, revisited by her, will vitalize her latest creations. 
During the Kandinsky exhibition at the Centre Pompidou in 2009, the surprising 
painting Auf Weiss II inspired a new collection imagined around the artist’s works. 
In a matter of days, she had created ‘Kandinsky Infinity’ and ‘Kandinsky Geometry’. 

Magritte lends a dream-like element to her hats. She plays with surrealism, uses its 
cheerfulness to generate a sense of mystery and attraction. A woman who wears 
a hat never fails to attract attention, to stir up curiosity and generate admiration. 



Acquired a few years ago by the Boghossian Foundation, the magnificent 
Villa Empain in Brussels – where I organized a photo shoot for the 
‘Great Gatsby’ collection – is for me the ultimate achievement in terms 
of recurrent graphics and colour arrangement. The Villa Empain is an 
enchanting and peaceful place where I love to walk and find new 
creative inspiration. 

‘The Artist’, a hat in the ‘Studio Homme’ collection.
The ‘Monaco’ hat features Art Deco motifs. 



71 Encounters

Royal creations

Long recognized for her talent as a designer and for the excellence of her work, 
Fabienne Delvigne was awarded the coveted title of Warrant Holder of the Court 
of Belgium by His Majesty King Albert in 2001. The title was renewed in 2013 by His 
Majesty King Philippe. 

This was the ultimate recognition for this designer who is the guardian of an 
invaluable know-how. This royal trust led Fabienne to regularly visit the Palace in 
order to match the Queen’s outfits with the most elegant hats. Driven by a constantly 
renewed passion, she also put her high standards at the service of several other 
European royal families who know that they can count on her at all times. 

Her particular style matches elegance with creativity and can be skilfully tailored to 
each circumstance. State visits, official trips, ceremonies, national holidays and royal 
weddings no longer hold any secrets for Maison Fabienne Delvigne. 

We put our art at the service  

of four royal families in order to sublimate 

every moment of life at the Court. 

‘Borsamalia’, an emblematic model of Maison Fabienne Delvigne in velvet felt. 



144 FAB IENNE DELVIGNE

‘Secret Dream’

On the occasion of the wedding of Crown Prince Guillaume of Luxembourg, 
Fabienne presented Queen Maxima of the Netherlands with different hat designs, 
one of which immediately caught her attention. Originally manufactured in a duck-
green shade and ornamented with more than a hundred dyed feathers, the ‘Secret 
Dream’ hat would be at its most stunning in this early autumn. Her Highness asked 
Fabienne to add three large feathers to the headdress in order to render it even 
more ethereal. It was also decided to produce the hat in a lovely ochre colour 
that the Queen is particularly fond of and that would add a dash of brightness to 
her outfit. Before the first fitting, Fabienne carefully selected, one by one, the most 
natural feathers of a Reeves’s pheasant, urgently ordered abroad. But, unhappy with 
their initial tonality, she decided to bleach them before applying their final colour. 
She set to work at once, like a fairy godmother putting her pots and pans on to boil 
at the back of the workshop. But after a night of drying, the bleaching process had 
burned the feathers, of which only three survived and could be dyed. Fabienne 
was used to these incidents inherent to any manual craft work, so the fitting did 
take place, but with the structure topped by only the three surviving and coloured 
feathers! Having known Fabienne for several years, however, Queen Maxima did 
not hesitate to place her trust in her once more. Moreover, no other fitting could be 
planned until the wedding day. On the day itself, Queen Maxima appeared more 
radiant than ever, and everyone agreed that the creativity of Maison Fabienne 
Delvigne, combined with the Queen’s personality, created a stunning ensemble !

When we saw Queen Maxima of the Netherlands arrive, during the television 
broadcast of the royal wedding, we were enthralled! She carried her head perfectly 
and had absolutely made the hat her own. The feathers followed her elegant step, 
their wonderful undulations embodying the grace and accomplishment of a job 
well done by Maison Fabienne Delvigne. 



85 Encounters

La Petite Robe Noire by Guerlain

Driven by the same daring and the same passion for femininity, Maison Guerlain, 
perfumer since 1828, and Maison Fabienne Delvigne, milliner to the Queen of 
Belgium, brought together their talents in an exquisite association for the launch 
of the eau de parfum La Petite Robe Noire. It is in response to the iconic little 
black dress, worn with glamour by the élégantes, that Maison Guerlain created an 
intense fragrance that changes with the seasons. 

Embodied by a refined silhouette, La Petite Robe Noire conquers the world 
over the course of a lovely journey that takes her from city to city. For each 
prestigious stopover, from Paris to Brussels via Moscow, New York and Venice, 
Fabienne Delvigne has imagined a refined hat to go with La Petite Robe Noire. 

In order to preserve the dream-like quality of the magical moment that her clients 
spend in her workshop, Fabienne wraps her hats and boxes in a veil exquisitely 
scented with the exclusive Eau de Cashmere perfume specially created by Maison 
Guerlain to embalm the most delicate fabrics. A lovely gesture that joyfully prolongs 
the complicity between these two stylish houses. 

‘La Petite Robe Noire à Bruxelles’.
Large wide-brimmed hat draped in black tulle with small black ribbon 
bows reminiscent of those on the Maison Guerlain perfume bottles. 



‘La Petite Robe Noire à Paris’.
Large wide-brimmed hat with drooping edges, trimmed with a wide 
grosgrain ribbon and adorned with its white camellia evoking the 
elegance of the Parisian woman. 



Curves and 
counter-curves



103 Curves and counter-curves

Having always been fascinated by curves, the designer intended from the start 
to respect the soul of this mythical rock which all specialists describe as a living 
material. In her mind, no ornamentation, but the pure expression of an elegant 
simplicity and the respect for the unlikely alliance between the raw appearance of 
the rock and her aesthetic vision. 

The sketched curves create a rhythm that generates movement and engenders 
life. Here it is a matter of taming the lines without imposing constraints, of softening 
them so that curves and counter-curves become intertwined and become one 
in their own time. Imagining a set that every movement could renew … As the 
weeks passed, the common points between these two diametrically opposed 
worlds emerged, leading to the conception of a superb ribbon whose lines evoke 
Fabienne’s creative work. A sense of aesthetics, sharp wit, heightened creativity and 
above all a shared boldness were rapidly used for this noble material. Together, 
they succeeded in changing the cold, hard bluestone into a substance with a light, 
elegant, wavy appearance, an object coveted by all. 

An innovative mise en scène emerged from this unlikely association, comprising 
two 11-metre-long stone walls with delicate and ethereal designs, comprising 
about fifteen 8-cm-thick blocks, painstakingly joined together to create fluid curves. 
This 16-tonne composition covering an 80 m2 surface area required six months 
of intense preparation. Its light-grey colour with small crystal inlay produces an 
attractive contrast with the stand’s back panels, decorated with laminated banana 
fibre whose gloss lends depth and brilliance to the installation, in keeping with the 
stone inlay. This fibre, which Fabienne loves to use to give her ethereal hats the 
most gracious curves, is here transformed into a strong architectural element. 

The union of two contrasting worlds, of two passions driven by the same criteria of 
excellence, quality, creativity, art, elegance and refinement brought forth a surprising 
technical and artistic feat. The designer’s taste for fluidity and grace developed 
in this refined construction of full, firm curves. Midway between sculpture and 
architecture, Fabienne tells a story of matter, always seeking to respect the perfect 
balance, sculpting, draping the rock as she would the natural fibres she works on 
every day. An attractive way to satisfy her creative desire while pulling away from 
her preferred field of creativity. 






